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THE PARIS CONFERENCE
AND

TRADE AFTER THE WAR
THE Paris Economic Conference has been beset by mis-

fortunes at every stage. It cannot be doubted that it was

right to hold such a Conference. When we come out of the

war and resume the transactions and arts of peace, great

consequences will hang on the sound organisation of trade,

finance, and international exchange. In addition to these

purely economic questions we shall also have to face the

partly economic and partly political problem of so regulating
the practice of nations that, on the one hand, the risk of

future war may be reduced to a minimum, and on the other

hand, the Entente Powers may not be found at a disad-

vantage if another war should unfortunately arise. Upon
these grave and far-reaching matters the friendly nations

should have much to say to each other. But in a consulta-

tion of this sort two conditions are essential. It is necessary,
in the first place, that the assembly should be governed by
a sober regard for fact, by calm reason rather than by
emotion, and in the second place, that all the relevant points
of view should be adequately represented.

Unfortunately neither of these conditions was observed
in the Paris meeting. The Conference met in panic. The

opening speech of the President appealed to the spirit of

fear, almost of desperation.
" The war has shown us," he said,

"
the extent of

the economic slavery to which we were to be made
subject. We must realise that the danger was great,
and that our adversaries were on the eve of success.

Then came the war. The war, with the immense
sacrifices which it demands, will not have been in vain
if it brings about an economic liberation of the world."

3



4 THE PARIS CONFERENCE AND
From this it would appear that the war has been a happy

chance, arriving in the nick of time, delivering the Entente
nations and the rest of the world from some hideous economic

peril which Germany had all but brought to consummation.
It need hardly be said that there are no economic facts,

either now or in the period preceding the war, to justify
these extravagant words. It is the language of panic,

probably due to over-work and prolonged strain of the

nervous system. But an introductory address of this sort

was not likely to be followed by clear and scientific analysis
of the problems of reconstruction.

It was unfortunate, again, that the entire outlook and

procedure of the Conference was based on an assumption
which has since turned out to be almost certainly fallacious.

The delegates believed that the Central Empires had already
matured a plan of systematic and virulent economic attack

upon the Entente nations. They placed a statement of

this belief in the forefront of their Report, and offered their

recommendations chiefly as a system of counter-attack

against the German conspiracy. It will be argued later

that the proposals of the Conference would have been useless

for such a purpose, and further that the supposed German
scheme which dominated the minds of the delegates has in

all probability been abandoned.

Again, it is to be regretted that the general drift of the

Paris Resolutions was predetermined by the very constitu-

tion of the Conference. Eight nations were represented ;

and of all its members only one individual was a Free Trader.

Let it be remembered that the primary object of the assembly
was to devise means for future economic prosperity, and
that the most strikingly prosperous nation in the modern
world is economically distinguished from other nations

chiefly by its policy of free imports ; and further, that this

prosperity, this commercial and financial soundness with-

out which the war could not have been sustained for twelve

months has been deliberately built up by Free Trade
methods. Yet in a critical international congress the advan-

tages of Free Trade were thought to be adequately repre-
sented in the person of one man, an English landowner

who has never professed to be an expert on economic ques-
tions. In these circumstances it could hardly be otherwise

than^that Free Trade should go by the board.

But even this is not the end of the misfortunes that seem
fated to dog the steps of reconstruction after the war. The
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British Government have now appointed a Committee to

consider the Paris Resolutions from our own national point
of view, and to make practical suggestions. The Committee
consists of seventeen members, including the chairman.

Six are hide-bound and undeviating Protectionists, members
of the Tariff Commission and what not. Six others are

doubtful and uncommitted. The remaining five are under-

stood to be Free Traders. But of these five, upon whom
the Free Trade word and influence entirely rests, three have
made uncertain and wobbling speeches on the subject within

recent months.
It is thus quite clear that there is a difficult and energetic

period before those of us who still believe in the fundamental

advantage and Tightness of Free Trade. At the moment
many things are against us. The Paris Conference is against
us. An opportunity for advising a broad policy of indus-

trial and social reconstruction has been missed, and the

manifesto of the Paris delegates has lapsed for the most

part into a stale exercise in Protectionist propaganda. The
British Committee is probably against us, being fore-

ordained by long odds to the oblique vision of the Tariff

Reformer. Some of our own statisticians are discovered

inventing Protectionist tricks, and groups of business men
may be seen nodding mysteriously to one another, vaguely
intimating that

"
something will have to be done." Ignor-

ance is against us, as it always has been; but this time

ignorance is fortified and kept in countenance by sentiment
and the blurred passions of war. Almost the only things
left to the Free Trader are the facts and reason and common
sense. No doubt these will triumph in the long run, but it

will not be immediately, and it will not be without effort.

I

The first thing to do with the Paris Resolutions is to find

out what they mean ; an enterprise of some difficulty.
After careful analysis I have roughly divided the practical
recommendations into two groups, those that are highly
controversial, and those that are not ; and I propose to

take out the latter and deal with them first, as briefly as

possible. The following six points may be broadly regarded
as

NOT CONTROVERSIAL

(i) All the proposals that apply only to the period of

the war ; the co-ordination of practice in the Allied
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countries for the restriction of Enemy Trade. (The
whole of Section

"
A.")

(2) One of the first claims on the Allies shall be the

restoration of Belgium, Northern France and Servia ;

particularly the restoration of their raw materials,
industrial and agricultural plant, stock, mercantile

fleet, etc. (" B
"

i.)

(3) Subjects of the Central Empires shall be pre-
vented from exercising in Entente countries industries

and professions which concern the national defence of

the Entente countries. (" B
"

5.)

(4) The Allied countries shall become independent of

the Central Empires for the supply of materials neces-

sary for national defence, (a) by conserving such material

through the prohibition of its export to the Central

Empires, and (b) by if necessary the State produc-
tion of such material in the Allied countries. (" B

"
3

and
" C "

i.)

(5) The organisation in the Allied countries of cheap,
direct, and rapid transport, and of postal and tele-

graphic communication. The co-ordination of patent
laws, etc. (" C

"
2 and 3.)

(6) Increased production in the Allied countries,

promoted by State-aided research and education, and

by State direction or control of trade enterprises.

(" C
"

i.)

I do not suggest that these recommendations are beyond
criticism. They are, however, of such a nature that it is

not worth while to waste acute or prolonged controversy

upon them. Perhaps a brief comment on each of the six

points will suffice.

1. The restriction or destruction of an enemy's trade

is an act of war. It has the same object as the destruction

of his armies, namely, his submission to our terms. There
is therefore no criticism to be brought against the proposals
of Section

" A "
whilst we are at war.

2. It should be noted that there is no definition of the
"means" that are to be "devised" for restoring the
facilities of trade and commerce to the countries now in the

enemy's hands. The object in view is, however, sound
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and creditable ; and, by one method or another, this should

be one of the first duties of the Allies after the war.

3. The two next points are not quite so simple. The

general proposition that enemy subjects should be excluded

from occupations connected with our national defence will

hardly be disputed by anyone at this moment. Extreme
cases are easy to imagine. It would not occur to me, for

instance, to employ an Austrian in the British Foreign
Office, or a German in one of our armaments factories.

But how far this exclusion is to be extended, either to occu-

pations or to the degree of foreign extraction in the indi-

vidual, and how long it is to be continued, are points that

may be difficult to settle.

4. Again, it is a common-sense proposal that for some

period after the war (or for that matter, in perpetuity) we
should retain control of the

"
materials

"
that are really

necessary for
"
national defence." Here again there are

cases that are perfectly clear. For instance, we are not

likely to begin to export metal ore to Germany after the

war. Differences of opinion arise when you try to determine
what particular materials are necessary for national defence,
and by what means their home-production should be ensured.

A great deal has been heard of
"
key-industries

"
; but it

seems impossible to obtain agreement on a definition of the
term. Indeed this expression is so loose and casual that it

tends only to confusion, and ought to be abandoned ; for it

is obvious that there is hardly any industry of which it

cannot be said that some other industry
"
turns upon

"
it.

What is more to the point is the declaration that at the

beginning of the war we were handicapped by the fact that

Germany had obtained control of certain products that
were essential either to our military operations or to our
national sustenance. What are these products ? It is an
interesting fact that when those who press this point offer

a few examples by way of illustration, they invariably
mention the same things. One speaker will say : "It is

easy to give illustrations ; for instance, dyes, spelter, mag-
netos, optical glasses." Turning to another speech on the

subject, you get something like this : "I could mention
many such articles, and among the rest optical glasses,

magnetos, spelter, and dyes." The point was raised in the
House of Commons on August 2nd, and in the course of the
debate the Prime Minister said :

" The House is familiar
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with many of them dyes, spelter, magnetos, and optical

glasses. Those are illustrations
; they are very important

illustrations." They are indeed
;

for they constitute prac-

tically the whole list. A complete schedule of articles which
are vitally necessary to this country, and which have hitherto

been exclusively or mainly produced under German control,
would probably only include two things in addition to those

mentioned. One of these is potash, which by a thoughtless

provision of Nature is only found in commercial quantities
in Germany and Alsace, and could not therefore be produced
elsewhere by fiscal contrivance

;
and the other is sugar.

In the year 1913 about 66 per cent, of the sugar imported
into the United Kingdom came from Germany and Austria.

According to Mr. Hughes we are to put a tariff on German

sugar which will enable producers in our own colonies to

compete with it. But in 1913 the total export of sugar by
our colonies to all countries was only 4 per cent, of the

quantity imported into the United Kingdom, and it has
been estimated that it would take at least twenty years for

the British Empire to reach the point of producing all the

sugar that it consumes. 1 leave it to the Protectionists to

consider whether the British people will submit to dear

sugar for twenty years in order to foster a colonial industry,
and also whether that experience would tend to promote
Imperial unity and good feeling.

Such are some of the difficulties connected even with those

proposals which, in principle, command general assent. At
this stage, however, I am discussing only the broad con-

tention that we must not be dependent on the Central

Empires for materials necessary to national defence and
sustenance. I agree that for some years to come this is no
doubt a sensible precaution. But I make two observations.

In the first place it appears that there are not more than
about half a dozen articles of this class

; and in the second

place, if it is finally established that these things cannot be

independently produced under ordinary commercial com-

petition they should in future be classed as materials of war,
and produced as all armaments ought to be not under the

shelter of a tariff for private profit but by State industries,

so that whether there is profit or loss it may belong to the

nation as a whole.

5. Paragraph five does not call for discussion. The

organisation of transport and of postal and telegraphic
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communication between the Allies will promote international

trade and intercourse, and cannot be carried out on too

wide a scale.

6. Finally, the Resolutions refer to the importance of

increased production in the Allied countries. It is of course

important that there should be increased production in all

countries, and in those of the Allied group no less than in

others. Unfortunately the chief recommendations of the

Conference would tend to decrease production rather than
to increase it. The delegates did, however, hit upon one or

two sound suggestions. They advise a more lavish expendi-
ture of public money on scientific and technical research

and education advice which is particularly appropriate in

the case of our own country ; and there is in one place a

casual mention of
"
enterprises . . . directed or controlled

by the Governments themselves." It is not clear what the

Conference had in mind when this observation was made,
but, at all events, it seems to point to the truth that certain

industries are of such national importance that the best

results can only be obtained under national control. As far

as they go, these two suggestions are something to the good.

II

Having put aside those parts of the Report that are least

likely to cause division of opinion, we come now to the more
central proposals. All that remains of practical advice and
recommendation in the Resolutions may be grouped in the

following three paragraphs :

CONTROVERSIAL

(1) The Allied countries shall become permanently"
independent of the Central Powers

"
in regard to the"

normal development of their economic activities,"

(a) in the supply of goods, both raw materials and
manufactures

; and (b) in their financial, commercial
and maritime organisation. Among the means sug-
gested for this purpose are The conservation ol Allied"
natural resources," State subsidies, customs duties,

and prohibitions. (" C "
i and " B "

3.)

(2) A period of years shall be fixed during which
most-favoured-nation treatment will be denied to the
Central Empires. In view of this, the Allies are to

B
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give each other
"
compensatory outlets for trade, as

far as possible," lest the
"
consequences

"
should be

"
detrimental." (" B

"
2.)

(3) A period shall be fixed during which the com-
merce and goods of the Central Powers will be subjected
to

"
special treatment "either "

prohibition
"

or "a
special regime of an effective character

"
;
and this shall

be done in order to
"
defend

"
the Allies against"

economic aggression
"
by means of

"
dumping

"
or

other
"
unfair competition." (" B

"
4.)

These three paragraphs, brought together from various

parts of the Paris Resolutions, gather up the essential

teaching and advice of the Conference. The second para-

graph withdraws most-favoured-nation treatment, and the

third sets up an anti-dumping policy. These two are to

remain operative only for "a period of years." It is dim-
cult to understand why the Conference should thus hold
out hope of some day restoring favourable treatment and

dropping the attack on dumping, whilst at the same time it

gives permanence to paragraph i, which advocates complete
and exhaustive economic independence. But the three

paragraphs taken together are unmistakable in meaning.

They lay down for the Entente nations a policy of economic

separation from the Central Empires. Previous to the war
a widespread mutual trade was carried on between Germany
and the Allied countries : goods of all kinds were exchanged,
the ships of all the countries visited the ports of all the

countries, and the machinery of commerce and finance was
nowhere limited by national frontiers. The policy of the

Resolutions is that this trading intercourse with Germany
and Austria shall be placed under such varied and drastic

disabilities that it will die away.
It appears to be doubted in certain circles including

Parliamentary circles whether this necessarily means pro-
tective tariffs in Great Britain. One sentence is quoted
from the Paris Resolutions in support of the uncertainty." The Allies," says the Report,

"
will adopt such methods

as may seem to them most suitable . . . having regard to

the principles which govern their economic policy." The
Prime Minister, referring to this sentence, said on August
2nd : "I believe that we are left practically free in this

country to pursue the policy which is best adapted and most
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suited to our own economic and industrial needs." Mr.

Bonar Law was equally vague and tentative. He would
have it believed that the Resolutions do not amount to

much, one way or another ; that they are, in fact, little

more than an expression of good feeling among the Allies,

a sort of international economic toast : having suffered

and died together in war, we pledge mutual support in

trade for the times of peace.
Over against these comfortable assurances there is the

simple fact that the central policy of the Paris Conference

must either be adopted or rejected. That policy is economic

separation from Germany and Austria. The separation is

to be permanent and general. It is not to apply merely to

a few articles connected with national defence, but to com-
mercial relationships of every kind. If we are

"
left practi-

cally free
"

it is only in the sense that we are perhaps still

free to reject the whole policy. If we accept it at all, there

is no escape from Protection. For by what measures can
economic separation be achieved ? It must either be by
complete prohibition of imports from the Central Empires,
or by a system of tariffs helped out by bounties. But
either of these methods or any combination of them, applied

generally to the whole range of trade, is Protection, and
carries all the characteristic evils of Protection namely,
restricted supplies and restricted markets, a diminished

volume of general wealth, artificially high prices, private

profit at the public expense, and an added risk of inter-

national bitterness and future war. Nothing is gained by
speaking of the Paris Resolutions as though they did not

involve these questions. Mr. Churchill taunted one of the

speakers in the House of Commons with having put a number
of obvious Free Trade points which it was not necessary for

the nation to pronounce an opinion upon or enter into at

the present time. But Free Trade points are the proper
and only answer to Protectionist points, and the main
clauses of the Paris Resolutions collapse into empty and
futile talk unless they mean Protection.

In further elucidation of the broad teaching of the Con-
ference it is worth while, since this is a point of much im-

portance, to examine the full report of the Parliamentary
debate on August 2nd. Whatever view may be taken of

the Resolutions by Cabinet Ministers, the House of Commons
as a whole treated them as a proposal for protective tariffs.

Among those who have been known as Free Traders there
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were some who opposed the new policy and others who
partially supported it

; but both alike regarded it as the

negation of Free Trade.

Here, for instance, is Mr. Gordon Harvey, a typical Free
Trader of the commercial school, not by any means a
doctrinaire. Mr. Harvey said :

"
I must maintain that the Government in agreeing

to the policy of these Resolutions is binding itself to

the upsetting of the whole fiscal practice of this country."

Mr. Albert Illingworth took the same view, although
unlike Mr. Harvey^-he welcomed the event. Referring to
the Free Trade arguments of a previous speaker, he said

that he would have agreed with every word of that speech
if it had been delivered two years ago or ten years hence.

These words can only mean that, in the opinion of this

speaker, Free Trade is lost for ten years.
Look next at the speech of Sir John Randies, a Tariff

Reformer. After mentioning the change from Free Trade
to Protection which was recently made in the official policy
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, he proceeded :

" The policy contained in ... the Resolutions of

the Economic Conference held in Paris is the policy of

. . . the Manchester Chamber of Commerce to-day."

Here, again, is a highly significant passage from the

speech of Mr. Alfred Bigland, one of the founders of the

Tariff Reform League.
" To me/' he said,

"
this is the beginning of great

things. . . . While we discriminate against the enemy
countries, we shall be able at a later date to open the

door to all the neutral countries, and give them the

same opportunity (as we give our Allies) of trade in

the British Empire,
'

provided that they will give the

opportunity to the manufacturers of this country to

market the produce of their handiwork in these neutral

countries."

This is nothing more nor less than the full-fledged doctrine

of the Tariff Reform League, with its familiar scheme of

tariff bargains. We are to construct at once a general
tariff against all countries except our present Allies. This

is the first step. In any case we are to retain the tariff

against Germany, Austria, Turkey and Bulgaria for all
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time. But after a while at a later date having got our

tariff established, and having therefore (as they say) some-

thing to bargain with, we may approach the neutral countries

the United States, the South American Republics, China,

Spain, Switzerland, Holland, Sweden and Norway and

offer certain concessions in return for a reduction of tariffs

in those countries. Mr. Chamberlain himself never asked

us to go further than this.

If it is thought that food taxes may not be included in

Mr. Bigland's scheme, consider the speech of Mr. Leslie

Scott. Referring to
"
protection for agriculture," he de-

clared in answer to an interruption that we must
"
put a

duty on grain if necessary." He then continued :

" We must do in the case of agriculture what Germany
did, give I do not say high prices but stability to

the industry, so as to plant in the mind of the farmer

a sense of security against the possibility of ruin such

as he knew in the 'eighties."

Mr. Hodge, a Trade Union official, gave expression to a

very proper anxiety that after the war there should be a

rise in the wages and the standard of life of agricultural
labourers. He appeared, however, to contemplate the

same methods as Mr. Leslie Scott.
"

I wonder," he said,
"
in what way the problem can

be solved other than by customs duty, subsidy, or

bounty. It must come from one source or another. . . .

I have been to Australia, where they believe in tariffs ;

and I find that the standard of the workmen there, and
the standard of the working women, is ever so much
better than in this country."

I am not here offering any answer to these arguments
and insinuations. It is precisely the same dreary stream
of half-truths and fallacies as we were accustomed to hear
in the controversy of ten years ago. It has all been refuted

and discredited many times, and in three general elections

it was repudiated by the common sense of the nation. I

bring these Members of Parliament to bear witness that
the Report of the Paris Conference is a Protectionist docu-
ment. It is true that this has not been plainly and cate-

gorically denied. What is being attempted is the creation

of mist and cloud ; there is in some quarters a polite and

sanguine pretence that in this matter we are not really
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concerned with the old dispute between Free Trade and
Protection. Mr. Churchill would rather regard the problem
in a somewhat different way. Mr. Bonar Law asks us not

to take the subject too seriously. The Prime Minister

hardly thinks that we are committed to Protection, and
feels that things will probably turn out all right in the end.

All this may be reassuring to those who are content to close

their eyes. But the curtain of vagueness and doubt was

rudely broken through by the Members of the House of

Commons, who without distinction of party or economic
belief frankly debated the Paris Resolutions as a proposal
for Protection. In their most central and vital clauses

this is undoubtedly what they are, and there can be no

intelligent discussion of the Conference which does not

proceed on this plain assumption.

Ill

It will be admitted that the recommendation of a policy
of this sort by the Paris Conference is in any case a very
grave matter for Great Britain. Whether it is carried out

by a general tariff or by the total prohibition of trade

relations between the Allies and the Central Empires, it is

for this country a change from a Free Trade system to a

Protectionist system. What reasons are offered in justi-

fication of the change ? There are only two possible reasons.

It must be either for business or for war.

On the business side of the question there are hardly any
new arguments to meet. A considerable number of British

people are convinced Protectionists, perhaps a third of our

population, rising to nearly half in times of commercial

depression or active tariff propaganda. These people have

long maintained that a tariff on foreign goods would increase

both the volume and the profitableness of our trade, and

they naturally applaud the policy of the Paris Conference

on this ground among others. But the fact that Protection

is advocated by Protectionists does not move me to excite-

ment. The mountain of sound argument against it remains

as solid and convincing as it always has been ; and on the

separate merits of the business case for Free Trade there

has probably not been any general change of public opinion.
If any exception should be made to this statement it is

that there are signs of uneasiness on the subject of

dumping*
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There are many kinds of dumping, but there is only one

kind that seriously matters. The dumping of German

goods in England (to take Germany as the instance) becomes

a matter of national importance when it fulfils the following
four conditions :

(i) German goods are offered for sale in England at a

price at which English traders cannot produce them. (2)

Germany has no natural or acquired advantage in the pro-
duction of the goods. They are sold in England below

the prices at which they are sold in Germany ; that is to

say, they are sold at a loss either with or without the aid

of a German bounty on their export. (3) The German

object, therefore, is to drive English producers of the goods
out of the market, with a view to establishing a German

monopoly. (4) When the monopoly is securely established

the price of the goods is raised to a figure which yields a

profit to the German producers.
This is a commercial method which has often been

attempted and
'

sometimes carried through within the

boundaries of one country, and its features are familiar

both in England and America. Its nature is the same
whether it involves two countries or only one. It is the

method by which the big firm or the big trust seeks to kill

the small competitor. Its object is to eliminate competi-
tion, to secure monopoly, and so ultimately to fleece the

consumer ; and there is no gain to those who practise it

until the last stage of the process is reached and competition
is finally submerged. Many people are feeling that, whether
this method is practised by Englishmen on other English-
men or by Germans on Englishmen, it is a form of trade
that ought to be prohibited : an opinion which no reasonable

person is likely to dispute.
But what needs to be borne in mind in regard to German

dumping on the English market is that hardly any actual
cases of the completed and successful process have yet been
made out.- The cases of so-called "dumping" that are

commonly quoted and can be substantiated are quite differ-

ent. There is the case where the foreign country possesses
an advantage, either natural or acquired, in the production
of the goods in question. When the advantage arises from
natural causes it is an economic and business benefit to our
own nation to take the foreign goods. When the advantage
is acquired by education or enterprise or superior organisa-
tion, it is open to us and is in the line of our true national
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and business interest to foster and develop the same
qualities. But, we are asked, what if the advantage of the

foreign producer is due to sweated labour ? The answer is,

first, that some goods are produced by sweated labour in

all countries Eastern and Western including our own ;

secondly, that in the long run the system tells against the

general competing power of the country that practises it
;

and thirdly, that it is impossible for any country to protect
itself directly against foreign sweated goods because there
is no practicable way in which a schedule of such goods
could be drawn up. Again, there is the case of accidental

and temporary "dumping." German producers in

common with those of other countries sometimes over-

estimate the quantity of a particular kind of goods that
can be absorbed by their ordinary customers at the ordinary
price. The result is congestion, a slow-moving stock,

something that corresponds closely to a publisher's
"

re-

mainder
" when no more copies can be sold at the normal

price : and producers would naturally rather let such goods
go at whatever price they will fetch than make nothing at

all on them. But where shall the reduced goods be offered

for sale ? Obviously not where there is the chief permanent
market for them, lest injury be done to further business in

the same line. If the chief market is in England, the goods
may be offered in Germany or America or elsewhere. But
if Germany itself is the permanent market, the goods will

probably be offered in England ; and we get a case of foreign

goods
"
dumped on our shores at ruinous prices." This is

clearly an instance where
"
dumping

"
does not pay ;

it

is an attempt to make the best of a bad job, and will not be
done deliberately or systematically. It is no doubt incon-

venient to English producers of the same article, but the

consequences are slight and temporary, and certainly do
not demand drastic national treatment. There is another

process which is often called
"
dumping," although it is not

so in any true sense of the word. British producers complain
of the competition of German goods, when the German
article is offered at a lower price than the British only
because it is not actually worth so much, being similar but

of inferior quality or workmanship. It can hardly be ex-

pected that the State should interfere to compel people to

buy more expensive things because they are better. The

cheap inferior article has its legitimate and economic uses.

And, moreover, precisely the same competition may come,
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and often does come, from other producers at home. Lastly,
there have been instances of an attempt at true dumping,
as described above, where the German producer has no real

advantage over the British producer, but deliberately cuts

prices below the margin of profit in the hope of ultimately

establishing a German monopoly. This, however, is a long
and difficult enterprise, very costly to the

"
dumper."

There is no evidence that it has ever completely succeeded
in this country. It is of course theoretically conceivable

that such an attempt might succeed. But what is necessary
to meet a hypothetical situation of this sort is not a system
of protective tariffs, which would be like turning on the

fire-hose before the fire begins, but a determination to take

special action on the merits of any case which actually arises.

If it is not practicable to prevent true dumping that is,

uneconomic competition with the intent to suppress com-

petition by international agreement, it is at all events

possible in the last resort to prohibit the importation of

goods which are proved to be systematically sold in Britain

at a lower price than that which prevails in the country
of origin.

It seemed worth while to make this digression, since the

much-misunderstood problem of dumping appears to have

given rise to some uncertainty among people who have no
faith in the efficacy of tariffs. In all other respects and
in this respect also, once the facts are clearly apprehended

the purely business case against Protection commands
the same volume of assent as it did ten years ago. Nothing
has happened to alter it. If the fundamental opinions of

Free Traders are unchanged, it is because the fundamental
facts are unchanged. There is something very peculiar
in the attitude of Protectionists at the present moment, a
sort of pose which it is difficult to reconcile with complete
honesty. They appeal to us to give up Free Trade irre-

spective of its soundness or unsoundness, without economic

consideration, simply to give it up, to turn and flee.
"

I

do not think," says Professor Hewins,
"
that there is any

disposition ... to engage again in ... intolerable argu-
ment about purely abstract questions of Tariffs versus

Free Trade. ... I absolutely loathe it. It is totally irrele-

vant to practical issues." It would be easy to understand
this appeal if we were being asked to leave economic ques-
tions aside in order to study religion or chemistry or military
tactics. But how shall we dispense with argument on the
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question of
"
Tariffs versus Free Trade

" when the
"
prac-

tical issue
"

before us is the abandonment of Free Trade in

favour of Tariffs ? In point of fact we are not to turn from
economics to some other subject, but to give up thinking
in order the more easily to change sides. At the first hear-

ing there is a ring of frankness and sincerity in the exhorta-
tion to throw away our old Free Trade prejudices and

approach the new problems with an open mind
;
but it is

a rude shock to find on closer examination that what we are

really invited to do is to appropriate the
"
old prejudices

"

of the Tariff Reformer. Even in the matter of the open
mind always an attractive attitude there are limits of

decency. I still confess to the prejudice that twice two are

four, that things which are equal to the same thing are equal
to one another, and that the whole is greater than its part.
No degree of open-mindedness can alter the laws and axioms
of mathematics

;
and Free Trade is finally a question of

mathematics, a question of quantities and dimensions and

proportions.
What are the views upon which British Free Trade rests ?

They are intensely practical. It is true that they involve

certain theories : they would not be practical if they did

not. Free Trade is a matter of theory in exactly the same
sense as a railway bridge is a matter of trigonometry. What
may be called the minimum beliefs of a British Free Trader
can perhaps be set out in the following brief sentences.

(i) A small country with a relatively large population,

great mineral wealth, and a highly developed manufactur-

ing capacity, gains an enormous advantage by unfettered

ability to buy in all the markets of the world. (2) To

import goods from a foreign country does not diminish

the demand for goods made at home. The imports are

ultimately paid for by the export of home products, so that

there would be no greater total demand for home products
if all the foreign goods were excluded. There would only
be a diversion of trade from one home industry to another.

Indeed in the long run the demand would be smaller, because

forced buying at home means wasteful and expensive pro-

duction, whereas free buying tends to the production of goods
in the places where they can be produced most economically.

(3) Free buying is one of the chief secrets of prosperous

production. British manufacture both for home con-

sumption and for export lives and thrives on the manu-
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facturer's freedom to buy where he chooses ; or, in other

words, our unprecedented exports are made possible by our

unrestricted imports. (4) In the general and normal case

import-duties are paid in the form of an increased price

by the country that levies them. They raise the price
not only of the imported goods but also of similar goods

produced at home. Thus a section of home producers
exact a legal but artificial toll from the general population.

(5) No general tariff can be devised for Great Britain

which would not increase the cost of food and other necessi-

ties of life. (6) By reason of these facts a protectionist

system in this country would reduce the volume of trade and

employment, aggravate the competition of wage earners with
each other, and depress the standard of life among the
masses of working people.
The statement contained in these six points is hardly

more than a description of geographical and mathematical

relations,! It approaches the permanence of natural law.

We may disregard it, but we cannot alter it. If we are

persuaded for some extraneous and uneconomic reason

to defy the law, it will still operate, and we shall suffer

the inevitable consequences. The Paris Resolutions do
in fact invite us to act in defiance of these economic truths.

We are to cut off all trade relations with the hundred mil-

lions of people in Germany and Austria, and by means of

graduated tariffs we are to hamper and reduce our trade

with the six hundred millions of people in neutral

countries. This is to say that we are to buy and sell in a
restricted market. If any reason can be offered for adopt-
ing this policy, it is not a business reason. Protective

prohibitions and tariffs will inevitably injure our national

prosperity ; they will raise our costs of production and
reduce our general standard of life. This is not a political

opinion but a scientific fact, and it will continue to be a
fact as long as it is true that things which are equal to the
same thing are equal to one another and that the whole is

greater than its part.

IV

In fairness to the Paris Conference it must be said that
the advice given in its Resolutions is not given primarily
with a business motive. When recommending hostile
action against Germany the delegates were not without

misgiving as to its effect on their own countries, and it will
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be observed that they put in a somewhat pathetic plea
that the Allies should try to make up to each other for

any
"
consequences detrimental to their commerce." It is

our own British Tariff Reformers who have rushed in to
assure us, as they did twelve years ago, that a restriction
of markets will provide more employment and higher
wages. So far as the Paris Conference itself is concerned,
the policy is frankly recommended as an act of war.

It clears the air when we realise that this is the case.

The policy of the Conference is not business ; it is war.
No one regards war as a pastime or a means of profit. It

may bring fortunes to a small clique of individuals, but for

the nation as a whole war always means a dead loss-

personal, moral, and economic. If we do not at this mo-
ment complain of the fact that all trade with Germany and
Austria has ceased, it is not because we regard it as an
economic blessing. It is a loss of precisely the same nature
as the loss of ships by torpedo. We have cut off our re-

lations with German markets for the same reason that we
have blown up and destroyed our wealth in artillery fire.

Both alike are acts of war, and both are an economic
loss to the nation. We submit to these things in order

that by any and every means we may strike our enemy-
even though the cost is grievous. No doubt there are

occasions in the world's history such as the present case-
when wise men cannot do otherwise than take up the burden
of war ; but nothing is gained by trying to hide the truth

that it is a burden. If we are still to go on boycotting
German trade after the military battles are over, the injury
to ourselves in that respect will be no less then than it is

now. This, therefore, is the issue that we have to face.

Do we want to end the war when the guns cease, or do we
want to drag it over to another arena and continue it in-

definitely ? In seeking a decision on this fundamental

question there are several points of view to be considered.

i. For one thing, is there some special reason which
drives us to adopt this policy, in spite of its admitted dis-

advantages and risks ? The Report of the Conference says
that there is. In the preamble it is declared that Germany
is at the present time preparing a Customs Union for Central

Europe, deliberately hostile to the Entente nations, with

the object of
"
establishing domination over the production

and the markets of the world, and of imposing on other
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countries an intolerable yoke." And the Report adds that

it is
"
in face of so grave a peril

"
that the Conference has

been moved to make its proposals.
The first comment to be made on this alarmist statement

is that it is not. possible for the Central Empires to carry
such a plan into effect, and that if it were possible protective
tariffs in the Entente countries would be more likely to

abet than to defeat it. By what practical means is this

thing to be done ? Are we to understand that Germany
will do business with us, or that she will not do business

with us ? It is an elementary alternative ; but the Paris

Conference does not appear to have faced it. If the German

plan is to stand aloof within its Customs Union and boycott
the trade of the Allies, how do they propose to

"
dominate

"

our production and our markets, imposing upon us ".an

intolerable yoke
"

? And if the plan is not to boycott but
to

"
penetrate," if the idea is that Germany will get control

of our desirable goods and gather into her own hands the

strings of our finance and commerce, what is to prevent
the Allies from capturing a similar volume of trade and a
similar amount of control in Germany ? There is no such

thing as one-sided international trade on a great scale.

Even the Central Empires cannot have it both ways : they
cannot refuse to trade with us and at the same time

"
domi-

nate
"

our markets. And again, assuming that a hostile

economic plan of some sort exists in Germany, what benefit

shall we gain by retaliating with tariffs and prohibitions
from our side ? British producers had to contend with
German tariffs before the war, and the amount of trade

that could be done between the two countries was thereby
restricted. If the German tariff wall is raised still higher
after the war, this mutual trade will be still further restricted,
and both British and German producers will suffer in con-

sequence. But if on our part we lay a general tariff on
German goods the economic evil will be doubled. Not only
will the Germans have raised the cost of British goods to

themselves, but we also shall have raised to ourselves the
cost of German goods ; and under the two astringents
the trade will bid fair to dry up to the equal loss of both
nations. The case is even stronger in relation to neutrals.

If the Central Empires attempt to cut themselves off from
the Allies and concentrate on trade with the great neutral

nations, can it be supposed that we shall improve our own
prospects by raising a tariff against these nations ? It
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cannot be repeated too often that nothing can modify the

injury done to us by Protection in other countries except
the avoidance of Protection in our own country; for

a protective tariff unlike most weapons is never used
without inflicting at least as much harm on the aggressor
as it does on the victim.

It may now be affirmed that the supposed German plan
is not only impossible of execution but is of extremely
doubtful existence. Evidence from German sources is no
doubt open to suspicion ; but in a matter of this sort it

cannot be disregarded, and I quote for what they may
be worth the following sentences from an article by Professor

Julius Wolff, published in Der Tag on June 29th.

" The wirepullers of the Paris Conference seek a

justification of their undertaking in the fact that Ger-

many is in the act of making a Zollverein with Austria-

Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey. . . . To counteract

this mid-European scheme, a scheme of the European
borderlands must be evolved which shall have very
much the same end in view. ... In contradiction of

this scandalous announcement I am authorised to state,

firstly, that there has never been any question of a

Customs Union between Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Bulgaria and Turkey ; secondly, that even the idea

of a Customs Union between Germany and Austria-

Hungary is no longer entertained to-day in moderate

quarters, nay more, is regarded with horror by these

as much in Germany as in Austria-Hungary."

If English opinion carries more weight, there is no diffi-

culty in obtaining it. Discussing the accumulation of

German goods for rapid
"
dumping

"
at the close of the

war which is represented as an important part of the

German plan Mr. Bonar Law said : "I know that there

has been a great deal of rumour that such stocks have been

accumulating, but I admit I have not been able to get proof
of it." In the same debate Mr. J. M. Robertson said :

"
If there is anything certain about what is going on in

Germany, it is certain that the whole of the German line

of planning economic war after the war has been broken

down as completely as anything of the sort ever did. It

has broken down absolutely as far as our knowledge goes."
Of course there are

"
economic war

"
people in Germany,
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as there are in England and France. Through the influence

of these hot-heads, conferences were held some time ago
in Berlin and Vienna for the purpose of devising some such

scheme as that which is described in the preamble of the

Paris Conference Report ; but there is little doubt that

the attempt to reduce the scheme to practical terms

revealed insuperable difficulties and caused it to be set aside.

I submit therefore that there is no present evidence of a

German plan for systematised economic attack on the

Allies ; that if such a plan did exist it would not be prac-
ticable to carry it out ; and finally, that if it existed and
could be carried out, the proposals of the Paris Conference

would be one of the worst possible ways of meeting it.

2. It is argued on a somewhat minor scale that, even if

there should be no elaborate economic attack upon us by a

Central Customs Union, there will undoubtedly be great

competition particularly German competition for trade

after the war, and that we are therefore justified in adopting
warlike measures to protect our interests in this economic
race.

It should be understood that the reference here is not

to the protection of those interests that are associated

with the defence of the realm. In a previous section it

has been agreed that the Allies may show wisdom in retain-

ing control of the small group of materials or industries

which are essential to national defence. But what is meant
in this line of argument is not defence of the realm but
defence of trade and traders and trading opportunities.
Advocates of the Paris policy conceive of the world as a

market in which a certain fixed amount of trade can be

done, as though trade were like the handful of nuts scattered

in a field at a school feast. They picture Germany as the

rude child rapidly seizing more than his share in the scramble ;

and their advice to us is that we should take thought and

prepare stratagems so as to prevent this advantage from

going to Germany and secure it for ourselves. In pursuit
of this policy, Germany is as far as possible to be isolated.

We are to refrain from doing any business ourselves in that

country, for on this account Germany will be less likely
to grow rich and powerful. Moreover, no German must be
allowed to do business in Great Britain, so that we may
have the better chance of growing rich ourselves. Thus it

appears that Germany would keep us poor by trading with
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us ; but that we, on the contrary, shall keep the Germans
poor by not trading with them ! These conflicting ideas
are usually found together. Indeed, if you begin by think-

ing of trade as a fixed quantity of something, to be shared
out among numerous applicants, you are obliged to suppose
that your own success will be in proportion to the failure

of other people, that the way to be prosperous is to keep
other people poor. It is this notion of keeping other nations

poor that lurks at the back of all Protectionist doctrine,
and it leads to the most extraordinary flights of economic
madness. It is almost incredible that the following state-

ment, for instance, could be made by any person of average
intelligence. Yet it appeared on March 4th, 1916, as part
of a leading article in the Daily Mail.

"
In the years before the war we supplied Germany

with the money to pay for her armaments and attack

us, by granting her free access to our magnificent
markets. It is no exaggeration to say that from the

profits she thus obtained she built her dreadnoughts
and developed her Zeppelins."

Those who write and read this kind of thing must surely
be conscious of the criticism that if it is true at all it is

true both ways. The British Empire sells more goods

every year in German markets than Germany sells in the

markets of the British Empire. In 1913, the products of

our Empire exported to Germany reached the figure of

109,739,000. Germany might therefore say :

: '

In the

years before the war we supplied the British Empire with

the money to pay for her armaments
"

;
and again,

"
It

is no exaggeration to say that from the profits thus obtained,

the British Empire built those dreadnoughts and equipped
those armies which have robbed us of victory in the War."
There is as much and as little sense in this as there is in the

leading article of the Daily Mail. But it is characteristic

of the Protectionist that he refuses to see more than one

side of a trading transaction. He fastens his mind on the

goods which the foreigner sells to us, on the profits that

the foreigner derives by
"
using our markets

"
;
and from

this vision he leaps to the fatuous conclusion that by exclud-

ing foreign goods we shall make ourselves rich and the

foreigner poor. The vice at the heart of all these theories

is the failure to realise that every trading transaction is a
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double event, and that the process cannot permanently
continue unless the advantage is pretty evenly divided

between both sides. Trade is not the abstraction of profit

from a fixed and limited supply ; it is not like dipping a

can into a reservoir which sinks lower after every operation.
Trade is creation : the production of goods, services, wealth.

It does not take anything away ;
it brings something to the

common stock. Every successful trader adds to the wealth

of the world and increases the opportunities of other traders.

The policy of the Paris Conference would restrict these

opportunities by throwing obstacles in everybody's way.
If we adopted this line we should undoubtedly injure and

impoverish other nations, and Germany among the rest ;

but we should do so only in the same measure as we injured
and impoverished ourselves. What we need is not restric-

tion but expansion, not poor nations but rich nations. In

the race for prosperity after the war our best defence and
our surest stimulus is to do as much trade as we can with as

many people as possible.
But it would not be satisfactory to leave this part of the

subject here. It is important to insist that there are other

methods of promoting our economic security and prosperity
after the war. To seek salvation by preventing other

people from doing well which is the chief device of the

Paris Conference is superficial and indolent. A far

sounder method is to concentrate on doing well ourselves.

The desirable thing is to produce to produce wisely, econom-

ically, and to the full extent of our national capacity. The

system of free imports contributes materially to this end
;

but it is not everything. If we want to arm ourselves

against the economic perils created by the war and to

establish our nation in wealth and security, we must effect

a series of social and industrial reforms within our own
borders.

The following may be briefly indicated as among the most

important : (a) As advised by the Paris Conference, the

State should bring vigorous aid and encouragement to

education and to scientific and technical research, taking
a long and generous view of the results to be obtained.

(b) The number of workers should be increased of course

interpreting the word
"
worker

"
in the wide and proper

sense. One of the reasons why our national loss has been
smaller than was expected during the war is that almost

everybody left at home has been doing something useful.
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When peace returns it should be made more difficult (chiefly

by a more just gradation of taxation) for active men and
women to live in idleness on the labour of others, (c) Fluid

capital, available for investment, should remain as it has
been during the war under some degree of State control.

It is sometimes supposed that Free Traders are opposed to

State control in industry and commerce, standing for that

impracticable doctrine with the clumsy name of laissez-

faire. As applied to the modern Free Trader nothing could
be further from the truth. What we object to is not State

interference, but the wrong sort of interference. And it is

entirely in harmony with the Free Trade attitude that some
means should be found of directing capital into those

channels that are most productive and most broadly and

permanently in the national interest. One of the grounds
of our opposition to a tariff is that it directs capital into

unproductive and <zwfo'-national enterprises ;
and if we suc-

ceed in this preventive or negative treatment of the case,

we may properly go on to seek positive measures that will

still further realise our economic aim. (d) In the recon-

structed State of the future it is desirable that the land, the

mines, and the railways should be dealt with in a new way.
What we are looking for is the wisest methods of produc-
tion ;

we want to avoid waste ; we want to turn our national

assets to the best account. On these grounds it would be

against reason and against business to allow the great primary
sources of wealth to be still commanded solely for the

creation of dividends or the satisfaction of private pleasure
and caprice. What is necessary in regard to railways,

mines, and land is that the uses to which they are put, the

terms upon which both capital and labour are applied to

them, and the ultimate object for which they are exploited,
should be controlled by the State. Whether this control

necessitates at once what we call nationalisation, or whether
it can be achieved in some intermediary fashion, leading

gradually to a transfer of ownership, is a matter for dis-

cussion in which everybody's rights and convenience should

be fairly considered. But the control is necessary. Only
in this way will these essential national instruments be

directed to scientific production and made to serve public
ends, (e) The long feud between the wage-earner and the

capitalist-employer should be brought within manageable
compass, so that production may not be artificially checked

or interrupted. And it may as well be said without cir-
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cumlocution that this can only be achieved on two con-

ditions. In the first place, the wages of the worker will

have to represent a larger share of the product of his work ;

and in the second place, Parliament will have to create some
effective State-guarantee of fair dealing between the employer
and the wage-earner, to take the place of those makeshift

regulations which the Trade Unions have built up as the

best they could do in their own defence. (/) The State

should undertake large schemes of social reconstruction, such

as sanitary housing in both urban and rural areas, the

Reform of the Poor Law, and more adequate provision for

old age and temporary unemployment. A nation's best

asset is a healthy and vigorous population. But we need not

look for this advantage in the race for prosperity whilst we
allow full scope to waste, disease, and family disintegration,

merely through lack of State-enterprise or on grounds of

timid and false economy.
If it is objected that some of these proposals involve

far-reaching social changes, the answer is contained in our

experience of the war. It has been discovered during the

past two years that a great national work can only be

successfully undertaken by wide extensions of State control

and the socialisation of numerous properties and activities.

This, indeed, is the primary lesson of the war. But what
has been necessary for a vast destructive enterprise is no
less necessary in the greater task of reconstruction. It

remains to be seen whether we are as patriotic, as social

and national, in fact whether we are as much in earnest

about a prosperous peace as we have been for a successful

war. The reforms mentioned above, and others of similar

character, are patriotic and social ; they subordinate private
and sectional interests to the public welfare. By such

means we should not only increase the happiness of the

country, but also vastly raise its producing power and its

competing power without injustice to any class ; and if

we are truly anxious to maintain our position in the economic
race of the future it is in these directions that we must look,

rather than to the irrational and costly artifice of protective
tariffs.

3. There is still another argument to be considered before

the advice of the Paris Conference can be finally accepted
or rejected. It is one which at this moment probably
carries more weight than any other, and is often the true
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motive even when it is not openly stated. To put it plainly,
this is the motive of hate. We are told that in any case

trade with Germany is
"
unthinkable

"
until at least a

generation has passed. The German people, it is said, have

placed themselves outside consideration
;

we hate and

despise them ; and when the military war is ended we shall

still try to injure them as much as possible even though
at the same time we may injure ourselves.

This attitude is at least consistent. It is also easy to

understand. After all that has come and gone in the course

of this war, Englishmen are not likely to feel anything but

indignation and disgust towards those Germans who caused
the war and towards many who have taken part in it. And
nobody is proposing to compel English people to buy German

goods : our normal commercial system leaves us free to

trade or not to trade with the people of another nation

according to our own desires. No doubt many people will

feel quite unable to have dealings of any sort with Germans
for some years to come. If that is so, they will be at liberty
to indulge their feelings. It is an emotion and an attitude

that is very familiar to us in private life
;
and for my part

I should not presume to judge the conduct of any individual

in this respect. At the same time, it is not a desirable or

enviable emotion ;
it is well recognised as something to be

got rid of as soon as may be ;
and if not got rid of, it is

ultimately more demoralising to those who cherish it than
to those against whom it is directed.

But what we have to determine is not a problem of indi-

vidual conduct, but a national problem. The proposal
of the Paris Conference is that the people who do not want
to trade with Germans should make it legally impossible
for others to do so ; or, in other words, that the doctrine of

racial hatred should be made compulsory. The point to

be settled, therefore, is whether as a nation we should take

steps with a view to perpetuating separation between the

British and the German peoples. There seem to me to be

three weighty considerations against this course.

i. First and least the perpetuation of hatred will

inflict an unnecessary economic injury upon our own popula-
tion. This has already been sufficiently established. It

has been shown that economically we can only hit Germany
in proportion as we hit ourselves. But the sufferings of

the war have lasted long enough. Moreover, in any event
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it will be a severe struggle to restore our industrial position
and to carry the burden of paying for the war. To add
to all this a further trail of economic difficulty and a needless

aggravation of hardship and poverty is a misfortune which
we have no right to impose on the nation.

2. Secondly, the desire to perpetuate the war spirit is,

when all is said, an uncivilised attitude. One of the speakers
in the House of Commons advanced the view that the mere
fact of signing peace would not kill the spirit of war. Per-

haps not. But it is one thing to recognise this tendency as

a regrettable incident in human nature, and quite another

thing to encourage it, to go beforehand and prepare roads

for its convenience, to set about making it impossible for

the spirit of war to die a natural death. We ought either

to be at war or at peace. If the British nation as a whole
confirms the plan for a trade war, we shall not only be taking
a step backwards towards barbarism, but our signature to a

peace treaty will be a subterfuge. When we make peace
it should be of a kind that will gradually drive out the

present lamentable hatreds and tend in time to promote
further peace.

3. This brings me to say, thirdly, that the adoption of

the Paris Resolutions would shatter every hope of the pre-
vention of European war in the future. This is without
doubt the gravest condemnation of the policy. It is diffi-

cult to believe that when there has been time for reflection

it can be anything but a final condemnation. We should
be foolish to suppose that our professed desire for a peaceful

Europe will be accepted as sincere whilst we are making
preparation for what amounts to a plan for perpetual war-
fare. In Germany the effect of the Paris Conference was
unmistakable. The following extract from the Hamburger
Nachrichten of July ist is typical of the entire German press :

: '

The Resolutions of the Paris Conference are an
additional proof . . . that the chief aim of our enemies,

especially of England, is the destruction of Germany's
economic development. Unable to attain this object

by force of arms, the attempt is now being made to

throttle Germany by a ruthless trade war after the
war. The recognition of this fact must strengthen our
will to victory. Our victorious arms must enable us
to make peace on such terms as will frustrate our
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enemies' evil intentions against the German people
and its well-being."

But it is not only Germany with which we have to deal

in this connection. There can be no international guarantee
of peace after this war unless the United States of America
takes a hand in it. The best American opinion has been

strongly in our favour, and in the early part of this year a

promising movement sprang up for co-operation with Great
Britain in the future prevention of war. It would be idle

to close our eyes to the fact that this tendency has received

an ominous check from recent events. By way of illustra-

tion I need only make one quotation from the New Republic,
an independent New York journal of the highest standing.
On July 29th the New Republic included the following pas-

sages in the course of a long article :

"
It will be a long time before official America will

be able to come to open agreement with any alliance

of which Britain is the dominant partner. . . . The

great mass of American opinion can be won only by
proof that Europe is dominated by liberals. . . . The
news which has come to us in the last few months has

been a serious set-back to the propaganda for an
abandonment of isolation. Among the most important
items of such news are these : (i) The proposal for a

war after the war by means of tariffs, boycotts, and
what not. If this is attempted it will drive us into

isolation. If successful it will ultimately push us into

the arms of Germany. (2) The muddle of Ireland,

which has made the American question the liberalism

of Britain and the sincerity of her talk about small

nationalities. . . . We do not believe that these measures

represent the will of liberal England. They represent
the reaction of war-time. . . . President Wilson has

made a speech which in its significance outweighs any
statement of foreign policy made since the Monroe
Doctrine was proclaimed. But the realisation of this

promise hangs on the victory of liberalism in Europe,
and especially in England."

These are sober and searching words which a wise nation

will not disregard. The reference to a speech made by
President Wilson is, of course, to that one in which he fore-

shadowed a League of Peace, to be jointly formed by all

the great nations of the world at the conclusion of the war.
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President Wilson is not alone in pointing to this inspiring

prospect. Two years ago, Mr. Asquith defined our aims in

the war as
"
the substitution for force, for the clash of com-

peting ambition, for grouping and alliances and a precarious

equipoise the substitution for all these things of a real

European partnership, based on the recognition of equal

right, and established and enforced by a common will."

There is no room here for a bitter and elaborate trade war

against the Central Empires. Is this still our aim ? It

may be said that these words were spoken early in the

conflict, before we had experienced Germany's ruthless and
inhuman methods, and that it is these later abominations

which have changed our feelings and intentions. This

plea may be relevant in the case of some people, but it can

hardly be made for the Prime Minister. For after the

lapse of two years, on August 4th, 1916, he repeated the

same view, and on this occasion went out of his way to

include America in the proposed compact. He said :

" The public right ; what does it mean ? I will tell you
what I understand it to mean. An equal level of oppor-

tunity and of independence as between small States and

great States ; . . . safeguards resting upon the common
will of Europe and I hope not of Europe alone against

aggression, against international covetousness, against bad
faith ; . . . and finally, as the result of it all, a great part-

nership of nations confederated together in the joint pursuit
of a freer and a fuller life. ..."
These sayings are consistent with the highest and most

liberal traditions of Great Britain. They are in harmony
with the best thought of the United States and other neutral

nations. But I ask again : Is this what we desire when
the war is over ? There is great need here for clear and
honest thinking. Which of the two ideals are we to follow

a partnership of nations, or a trade war ? Do we want
the League of Peace or the policy of the Paris Conference ?

We must make up our minds ; because it is impossible to

have both.

It is on this high ground that the issue should be finally

judged. There is no question of treating Germany gently
or generously. Nobody proposes to fall on Germany's
neck. If we make a genuine peace it will not be for Ger-

many's sake but for our own, and for the sake of the future

of the world. Nor is this at all a question of our sentiments
or emotions ; it is a matter of high State action, full of
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consequences ; and the decision should be taken with deliber-

ate foresight and on the broadest grounds of reason. The
stake is civilisation. There have been other civilisations

before ours, before that of Rome or Greece or Egypt or

Persia. Time after time the human race has slowly dragged
itself out of barbarism and the reign of force, and has built

up a society of humane and cultivated interests based on
law and the recognition of mutual rights. But one by one
these civilisations have disappeared through a revival of

the brute instincts of hostility, jealousy, hatred and revenge.
We have come now to another human and social crisis of

this sort. If this war should end without a genuine peace,
in the midst of smouldering bitterness and preparations
for new forms of punishment and conflict, there will be only
a precarious and brief interval before the guns are again
driven into action, and when that happens the whole fabric

of cultivated human society will fall once more. What
we have to do is to end the war not to change its form.

When the fighting ceases on the battlefields, whatever our

feelings may be, however poorly we may succeed at the

moment in putting hatred out of our minds, our task is to

set up international relationships in Europe which will at

least leave it possible for better feelings to take root and

grow as the ground clears and sweetens with the passage of

time. After all, it was for some such purpose as this that

we entered the war. It was to be a war to end war. I

believe that the great mass of the British people still cling
to this ideal. In the Trade Unions Congress on September
4th, no word was received with such acclamation as that

passage in the President's address where he restated this

view.
"
Many there are," he said,

" some from sordid

motives, others with a desire for revenge, who speak and
write exultantly of trade wars and tariff wars. We are

not going to let it be supposed that we countenanced our

entry into this terrible war for the purpose of capturing
German trade. . . . The idea that animated the majority
of the five millions who voluntarily enlisted was that they
were taking part in a war to end war."

If we are now to depart from this ideal and convert the

war into a prelude to a long course of muttering enmity,
we shall be breaking faith with the men who have fought
for us, and these years of bloodshed and misery will have
been suffered in vain.
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